
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Over the past 30 years, Friends have been providing transformational support for the Hall, ensuring this historic 

building remains a home for great music making. Enjoy the benefits of friendship by joining as a Friend today, and 

be a part of the Wigmore story.    

 

Wigmore Hall is a no smoking venue. No recording or photographic equipment may be taken into the auditorium nor used in any other part of the Hall without the prior 
written permission of the management.  
In accordance with the requirements of City of Westminster persons shall not be permitted to stand or sit in any of the gangways intersecting the seating, or to sit in any 
other gangways. If standing is permitted in the gangways at the sides and rear of the seating, it shall be limited to the number indicated in the notices exhibited in those 
positions. 
Disabled Access and Facilities - full details from 020 7935 2141. 
Wigmore Hall is equipped with a ‘Loop’ to help hearing aid users receive clear sound without background noise. Patrons can use this facility by switching hearing aids to 
‘T’. 

 
Please ensure that watch alarms, mobile phones and any other electrical devices which can become audible are switched off. Phones on a vibrate setting can still be heard, 
please switch off. 
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Vox Luminis     Freiburg Baroque Consort 

Zsuzsi Tóth soprano    Simen van Mechelen trombone 

 Viola Blache soprano    Miguel Tantos Sevillano trombone 

 Stefanie True soprano    Josephus Swinkels trombone 

 Victoria Cassano soprano   Veronika Skuplik violin, concertmaster 

 Jan Kullmann alto    Julia Krikkay violin 

 Vojtěch Semerád alto    Christa Kittel viola 

 Philippe Froeliger tenor   Werner Saller viola 

 Raffaele Giordani tenor   James Munro violone 

 Jacob Lawrence tenor    Hille Perl viola da gamba 

 Olivier Berten tenor    Lee Santana lute 

 Lionel Meunier artistic director, bass  Torsten Johann organ 

 Sebastian Myrus bass 

 

 

Christoph Bernhard  (1628-1692)   Herr, nun lässest du deinen Diener  
 

Heinrich Biber  (1644-1704)    Requiem in F minor (after 1692)   
  

Interval    
 

Agostino Steffani  (1654-1728)    Stabat mater (by 1728)   
 

 
 

  



 

 

The works in this programme are settings of sacred 

texts composed in German-speaking lands during 

the late 17th or early 18th Century. 

Christoph Bernhard, who wrote the first work, was 

born in what is now Kołobrzeg (Poland) but worked 

mainly in Dresden, where, under Schütz (the greatest 

German composer before Bach), he became vice-

Kapellmeister in 1655. He paid two or more visits to 

Italy, in order to study music, and in 1663 was 

appointed civic music director of Hamburg. Recalled 

to Dresden in 1674, he became Kapellmeister in 1681. 

He is probably best known today for his theoretical 

work Tractatus compositionis augmentatus, but his 

treatise Von der Singe-Kunst, oder Maniera reflects 

his experience as a teacher of choirboys and the 

influence of Italian ornamentation. This influence is 

heard in Herr, nun lässest du deinen Diener, a setting 

of the Nunc dimittis in which the first verse of the 

Song of Simeon (Luke 2: 29-32), scored for five voices 

and instruments, is repeated as the conclusion. 

Within this frame the other biblical verses are 

expanded into a poem that comprises three stanzas, 

each ending with a refrain; these stanzas are 

differently scored but identical in length, the refrain 

alone being in triple time. It seems that Bernhard 

favoured well proportioned structures. 

The other two works are settings of Latin texts for 

the Catholic church. Notwithstanding the impact of 

the Reformation, the Catholic church was still thriving 

in many parts of Germany and Austria. It was in 

Austria that Biber, a Bohemian violinist and 

composer, spent most of his adult life. Burney 

described him as the best violinist of the 17th Century 

and his sonatas as ‘the most difficult and most 

fanciful of any music’ he had seen from that period; 

Biber’s Mystery (or ‘Rosary’) Sonatas call for 

scordatura – abnormal tunings of the instrument. 

From 1670 the composer was employed by the 

Archbishop of Salzburg, becoming Kapellmeister and 

Dean of the choir school in 1682. His works include 

ensemble music, operas, school dramas and 

numerous sacred settings. 

The Requiem in F minor, the later of Biber’s two 

settings of the Mass for the Dead, dates from after 

1692. The identity of the deceased is unknown. The 

work sets all the words normally sung to plainsong, 

including those that are repeated. It is scored for five 

voices, two violins, three violas, three trombones and 

continuo. The violin parts eschew the virtuosity of 

Biber’s Mystery Sonatas, but the ensemble offers a 

range of sonorities that is skilfully exploited and 

supported by contrasts of key, metre, tempo and 

texture. 

Biber’s handling of the repeats is interesting. For 

the restatement of the words ‘Quam olim Abrahae’ (in 

the Offertorium) and ‘Osanna in excelsis’ (Sanctus) he 

repeats the first setting, but for the returns of 

‘Requiem aeternam’ and ‘Cum sanctis tuis’ in the 

Introit and Agnus Dei he invents something new. In 

the first ‘Requiem aeternam’ a peaceful atmosphere 

is evoked by oscillating pairs of voices. The second 

setting, also in the Introit, is mainly chordal and full – a 

foil to the fugal Kyrie that follows. The final repeat of 

‘Requiem aeternam’ is entirely chordal, lies low in the 

voice and begins in a major key; the sonority is 

consequently warm and rich. This passage is framed 

by the two statements of ‘Cum sanctis tuis’, of which 

the second is extended to form the conclusion. 

Like Bernhard but unlike Biber, Steffani began his 

career as a singer. Born in the Veneto, he spent nearly 

all his life in Germany – in Munich (1667-88), Hanover 

(1688-1703), Düsseldorf (1703-9) and Hanover again. 

As well as being a revered musician, he achieved 

prominence as a diplomat and politician, as a bishop 

and as the Apostolic Vicar of North Germany – the 

culmination of an ecclesiastical career that had 

begun in the 1670s. 

Stabat mater is a medieval sequence that 

meditates on Mary at the foot of the cross and prays 

for protection on the day of judgement. The text was 

removed from the liturgy in the 16th Century by the 

Council of Trent but restored in 1727. It was set by 

several of Steffani’s contemporaries, including 

Alessandro and Domenico Scarlatti, Caldara, Vivaldi 

and Pergolesi. 

A month before his death in 1728, Steffani 

described his Stabat mater as his final work and 

‘masterpiece’, adding that ‘there is no power of 

number in sound […] that is not to be found in 

abundance in that composition’. It is tempting to 

assume that his setting dates from 1727-8, but this 

would be to ignore the stylistic difference between 

the bulk of the work and its final section. For the 

1720s, most of the music would be archaic. Steffani 

clearly finished the piece in 1727-8 but may have 

begun it much earlier, probably at the Catholic court 

of Munich. It could have been prompted by the death 

of the Elector in 1679 and abandoned because the 

new Elector required the composer to write operas. 

The setting is scored for six voices and six 

instruments. This combination may be explained by 

Steffani’s interest in theology: the properties of the 

number six are discussed in his treatise Quanta 
certezza habbia da suoi principii la musica (1695), 

where the relevant pages also refer to St Augustine’s 

De Trinitate. In this book we read that ‘from the 

evening of [Christ’s] burial to the dawn of the 

resurrection are thirty-six hours, which is six squared’. 

This statement from Steffani’s namesake 

(Augustine/Agostino) may have convinced the 

composer that, for a work on the crucifixion, six 

voices and six instruments would be the ideal 

complement. The scoring probably explains ‘the 

power of number in sound’, a phrase that recalls 

Bernhard’s interest in proportion. 
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Texts and translations kindly provided by the artists. 
 

 


